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i have been trying to get pastelxpress to work for over a month now and nothing is working. i have contacted support three times and have a copy of their online manual to show that i have done everything in their manual. it will not open. i have also called their support and they said to uninstall
and reinstall. i did this a few times but it still will not open. i have uninstalled and reinstalled my version of psql which is v10.0.1.168. i have also uninstalled and reinstalled my version of pastelxpress which is v11.43. i have also uninstalled and reinstalled my version of pervasive sql v10. the

pastelxpress v11 will not open. i have had this same error message pop up in our pastel version 14.2..recently. it has happened to me several times on several invoices. i have tried every thing i can think of. i have tried changing the default value, deleting and re entering the values. everything i
could find on the net suggests that if you get the message then your default values are bad. i don't know if that is true. it is driving me crazy! is there any one else that has gotten pastel to work on a 14.2 update? if so can you please help me? i am just about to lose my mind! i have noticed the
same as joanne, if you enter your own vat code, you are still only allowed 1 per version of pastel. does anybody know how to get a refund for the vat i have paid over the past 2 years as i purchased the program for my son, who no longer requires it? thanks in advance. hi, i have the same issue -

have uninstalled and reinstalled, and attempted to load the database in v11, but it will not load the database, saying: the database cannot be opened. the database type for the database is incompatible with the current version of sage pastel. the database type will be changed when the database
is opened. the current database type is not supported by this version of sage pastel. (123)
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